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%hide
import numpy,scipy,scipy.ndimage,zlib,pylab
from pylab import imread,imshow,savefig
from pylab import *
from numpy import *
from scipy import linalg,ndimage
from scipy.ndimage import 
interpolation,filters,morphology,measurements,fourier
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft,ifft,fft2,ifft2

def show(image,*args,**keys): 
    subplot(111)
    pylab.gray()
    imshow(real(image),*args,**keys)
    savefig("temp.png")
def showrow(images,*args,**keys):
    pylab.gray()
    cla()
    n = len(images)
    for i in range(n):
        subplot(1,n,i+1)
        imshow(images[i],*args,**keys)
    savefig("temp.png")
def channels(l1,l2,l3=None):
    result = zeros(list(l1.shape)+[3])
    result[:,:,0] = l1[:,:]
    result[:,:,1] = l2[:,:]
    if l3 is not None: result[:,:,2] = l3[:,:]
    return result 

       

Let's look at a more accurate way of computing distance transforms.

image = imread(DATA+"morphtest.png")[:,:,0]
show(image) 



       

For each pixel, we maintain two arrays.  A dists array contains the best distance to a source pixel found so far. 
It is initialized to zero for all the source pixels and a very large number for all the remaining pixels.

w,h = image.shape
dists = zeros([w,h])
dists[image==0] = 1000000 

       

A sources array maintains the actual coordinates of the source of the current pixel.  In fact, in principle, this is all
we need (since we can compute the dists array from the sources array), but it's usually a bit more efficient to
maintain the dists array as well.

xs,ys = meshgrid(range(w),range(h))



sources = transpose(1.0*array([xs,ys]),[1,2,0])
sources[image==0,:] = 100000
sources.shape 

       (512, 512, 2)

We need a way of shifing the sources array for our updates; let's define something in terms of the
interpolation.shift function and make sure it works on rank-3 arrays by applying it to Tim Curry.

def sshift(a,dx,dy):
    return interpolation.shift(a,
(dx,dy,0),order=0,mode="nearest",prefilter=False)
    
curry = imread(DATA+"curry.png")
showrow([sshift(curry,40,0),sshift(curry,-
40,0),sshift(curry,0,40),sshift(curry,0,-40)]) 



       

Here is the main propagation step.

First, we shift the sources array by 1 pixel and then compute the new distances.

For those locations for which the new distances are smaller than the old distances, we update both the dists and

the sources arrays.

nsources = sshift(sources,0,1)
ndists = (xs-nsources[:,:,0])**2 + (ys-nsources[:,:,1])**2
update = ndists<dists
show(update)
dists[update] = ndists[update]
sources[update,0] = nsources[update,0]
sources[update,1] = nsources[update,1] 
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The main algorithm now just consists of doing this repeatedly and in every direction. 

We can stop updating when propagating in any direction has not yielded any updates.

def euclidean_dt(image,nrounds=100000):
    w,h = image.shape
    dists = zeros([w,h])
    dists[image==0] = 1000000
    xs,ys = meshgrid(range(w),range(h))
    sources = transpose(1.0*array([xs,ys]),[1,2,0])
    sources[image==0,:] = 1000000
    sources.shape
    for round in range(nrounds):



        print round,
        updated = 0
        for dx,dy in [(1,0),(-1,0),(0,1),(0,-1)]:
            nsources = sshift(sources,dx,dy)
            ndists = (xs-nsources[:,:,0])**2 + (ys-
nsources[:,:,1])**2
            update = ndists<dists
            if update.any(): updated = 1
            dists[update] = ndists[update]
            sources[update,0] = nsources[update,0]
            sources[update,1] = nsources[update,1]
        if not updated: break
    return dists 

       

Let's look at propagation after 30 steps...

dists = euclidean_dt(image,nrounds=30)
show(sqrt(where(dists<1000000,dists,0))) 
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And these are the fully propagated results.

dists = euclidean_dt(image)
show(sqrt(dists)) 
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show(morphology.distance_transform_edt(1-image)) 



       

Although the distances computed by this function are correct, this distance transform is not quite pixel accurate. 

The reason is that the closest pixel to a given pixel is not necessarily connected by a path to it.  However, this

case happens fairly rarely, and such pixels are usually best eliminated anyway.

Of course, an efficient implementation would keep track of pixels needing to be updated in a work cue, instead

of repeatedly scanning the whole image again.

Python also implements the Euclidean distance transform; it uses the opposite convention from the distance

transform defined above (it propgates into foreground pixels, not background pixels).

 

       

 



                 


